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Artist:
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Non-Airable Tracks:
3.5
Label:
Dead Oceans
A Place to Bury Strangers have been a band for over 10 years and Pinned is the fifth album. They are known for their insane live shows, due to not writing set lists and writing new songs mid set. Wow I don't even know how they would do that! The opening track, Never Coming Back was previously released but released on this album. The album as a whole sounds super fuzzy, robotic and noise rockish. Every song melts into each other and at the end you are left wondering what you just listened to. There wasn't enough variety in sound for me and justify this album. I will hand it to them though, the album cover photo is so cool but that is the only thing I like about it.
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Ringo Deathstarr
Sounds Like:
Moon Duo
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Never Coming Back: bearable
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• Alt [1]
• Noise rock [2]